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Abstract

A new kind of matroid is introduced: this matroid is de�ned starting from any matroid and

one of its bases, hence we call it Base-Matroid. Besides some properties of the base-matroid, a

non trivial algorithm for the solution of the related matroid optimization problem is devised.

The new matroid has application in the �eld of inverse combinatorial optimization problems.
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1 Introduction

We introduce a new matroid, which we call Base-Matroid: the name is motivated by the fact that
it is de�ned starting from any matroid and one of its bases. We refer to [12] for fundamentals of
Matroid Theory.

Given a matroid M de�ned over a ground set E and having F as its family of independent sets,
let B be one of the bases of M . Any closed set � such that the cardinality of its intersection with
B is equal to its rank is called saturated closed set. We denote by FB the family of subsets S of
E having the property that the cardinality of the intersection of S with any saturated closed set �
is not greater than the rank of �. We prove in Section 2 that MB = (E;FB) is indeed a matroid
on E. Therefore given a non-negative weighting of the elements of E, the problem of �nding a
base of MB such that the sum of the weights of its elements is maximum can be solved by the
greedy algorithm. A straightforward implementation of this algorithm would have an exponential
complexity. Section 3 presents a more eÆcient implementation of the greedy algorithm requiring
only O(mn+ n3 +m') time, where m = jEj, n is the rank of E in M and ' is the complexity of
�nding the unique circuit formed by adding to the given base an element not in the base.

The motivation for introducing base-matroids came from studying Inverse Combinatorial Op-

timization Problems (ICOP). In general these problems ask for the \smallest" perturbation of the
weighting of the elements of the ground set E which would make a given feasible subset of E opti-
mal. Many di�erent inverse problems have been addressed in the recent literature [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9].
Their applications range from traÆc control to seismic tomography (see [4], [10]). We focus on one
of the most fundamental ICOPs, namely the inverse matroid problem. Given a matroidM = (E;F)
and a target base B of M , this problem looks for perturbation parameters Æ to be added to the
weight c of the elements of E so that B becomes optimal for the (direct) matroid optimization
problem with the new weighting we = ce + Æe;8e 2 E, and a given function of the perturbation
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parameters is minimized. We consider the case in which such function is given by the sum of the
absolute values of Æe's. We show in Section 4 that this problems can be solved by suitably exploiting
an ad-hoc base-matroid.

2 Base-matroids

Consider a matroid M = (E;F) de�ned by a ground set of elements E and a family of independent

sets F � 2E . The three following axioms de�ne a matroid [12]:

(a.1) ; 2 F ;

(a.2) X 2 F =) 8X 0 � X;X 0 2 F ;

(a.3) X 2 F , Y 2 F and jXj > jY j =) 9x 2 XnY such that Y [ fxg 2 F .

Given a weighting function c : E ! IR+, let C : F ! IR+, be de�ned as C(S) =
P

e2S ce. The
matroid optimization problem is to determine

max
S2F

C(S) (1)

The rank r of a set S � E is the cardinality of the largest S0 � S such that S0 2 F . Given a set
S 2 F , let us denote with �(S) the closure of S, i.e. the superset of S obtained by adding to S all
elements e such that r(S [ feg) = r(S). A set � is closed if � = �(�), i.e. r(� [ feg) = r(�) + 1 for
all e 2 En�. In the following we denote by � the set of all closed sets of M .

A base of matroidM is a set B 2 F of maximum cardinality. The optimal solution of a matroid
optimization problem is a base. Note that all the bases of a matroid have the same cardinality
equal to r(E). Let us de�ne m = jEj and n = r(E) = jBj. The following de�nitions refer to a
given a matroid M = (E;F) and a base B.

De�nition 2.1 We call saturated a set � � E such that j� \ Bj = r(�). If � 2 �, we have

a saturated closed set. The set of all the saturated closed sets of M , with respect to base B, is

denoted by �B.

Note that given any saturated closed set � we have �(� \B) = �.

De�nition 2.2 Given a closed set � 2 �B, we call �\B the skeleton of �, with respect to base B.

A circuit is a minimal dependent set, i.e. a set S =2 F such that for each i 2 S; Snfig 2 F .
Given a base B and an element i 2 EnB, the fundamental circuit of i is the minimal subset of
B[fig which is not in F (note that i always belongs to its fundamental circuit). More speci�cally,
calling (i) the unique minimal subset of B such that (i) [ fig 62 F , then (i) [ fig is a funda-
mental circuit. Moreover let �B(i) = �((i) [ fig) denote the closure of the fundamental circuit
(i) [ fig. We call �B(i) the fundamental closed set associated with the base B and the element
i 2 E (note that �B(i) = fig when i 2 B.) Finally observe that the rank of a fundamental closed
set is r(�B(i)) = r((i)), thus any fundamental closed set is also saturated.

The following de�nition introduces a new matroid called base-matroid. The name is due to the
fact that the new matroid is obtained from a given matroid, by considering a subset of constraints,
in particular those saturated by a given base.
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De�nition 2.3 Given a matroid M = (E;F) and a base B let FB = fS � E : jS \ �j � r(�);8� 2
�Bg, then MB = (E;FB) is the base-matroid induced by base B.

One can easily prove that axioms (a.1) and (a.2) hold, i.e. thatMB is a System of Independence.
In the following we prove that also axiom (a.3) holds, hence obtaining

Theorem 2.1 MB = (E;FB) is a matroid.

In order to prove Theorem 2.1 (whose proof is postponed to Section 2.2), we need to introduce
several general properties related to closed sets and their skeletons. Some of these properties are
also used to devise an eÆcient algorithm for the base-matroid optimization problem (see Section
3).

2.1 General properties

The �rst property relates fundamental circuits and saturated closed sets.

Property 2.1 Given any saturated closed set � 2 �B and any e 2 �nB, then (e) � �.

Proof. By de�nition of saturated closed set r(�) = j� \Bj, hence � can be obtained as the closure
of the skeleton � \ B. It immediately follows that e 2 � implies that r(� \ B) = r(� \ B [ feg),
thus (e) � � \B. 2

Note that this property does not hold for � 2 �n�B . For instance consider the matric matroid
whose elements are the columns of the following matrix:0

B@ 5 3 1 4 8
3 1 1 2 4
0 2 0 2 2

1
CA

and independence is over the �eld of real. Consider the base B = fe1; e2; e3g and the closed set
� = fe4; e5g which is not saturated. For both elements e4; e5 2 �nB the corresponding  sets are
(e4) = fe2; e3g and (e5) = fe1; e2g (in fact e4 = e2+e3 and e5 = e1+e2), which are not contained
in �.

The following property deals with the intersection of closed sets, whereas the next three ones
consider the union of closed sets.

Note that given two closed sets �1; �2, then also � = �1 \ �2 is a closed set, indeed by de�nition
of closure, � � �` ) �(�) � �(�`) = �`, for ` = 1; 2 (see [12], chapter 1.2). Hence �(�) = �.

Property 2.2 The intersection of two saturated closed sets is a saturated closed set.

Proof. Consider two saturated closed sets �1; �2 2 �B, and consider the closed set I = �1 \ �2.
>From Property 2.1 we know that the fundamental circuit of any element e 62 B belongs to all the
saturated closed sets containing e, hence for each element e 2 InB it is (e) � I. This implies that
r(I) � jB \ Ij, but it also implies that adding any element e 2 InB to B \ I we cannot obtain a
set with rank larger than jB \ Ij, therefore r(I) = jB \ Ij and I is a saturated closed set whose
skeleton is B \ I. 2
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Note that, being the fundamental closed sets particular cases of saturated closed sets, also the
intersection of two fundamental closed sets is saturated.

Property 2.3 A set U � E which is the union of saturated sets is saturated.

Proof. Consider a family of saturated sets �1; : : : ; �h and their skeletons S1; : : : ; Sh. Let U =
[i=1;:::;h �i, S = [i=1;:::;h Si and observe that B \U = S. Given any e 2 UnS there is a skeleton Si
such that Si [ feg 62 F , therefore S [ feg 62 F and S is the skeleton of U . It immediately follows
that r(U) = jSj = jB \ U j, i.e. U is saturated. 2

Property 2.4 Given a set U � E which is the union of saturated closed sets, then �(U)nU � EnB.

Proof. Let us suppose, by contradiction, that there exists e 2 �(U)nU such that e 2 B. Then
jB \ �(U)j � jB \U j+ 1 thus r(�(U)) > jB \ U j. The fact that r(�(U)) = jB \ U j (Property 2.3)
leads to a contradiction, and the thesis holds. 2

Property 2.5 A saturated closed set is the closure of the union of fundamental closed sets.

Proof. Given a saturated closed set � 2 �B consider any element e 2 �nB. We know (see Property
2.1) that (e) is a subset of �, therefore all the elements that added to (e) determine a circuit
belong to the closed set �. It immediately follows that �B(e) � �. By applying the same reasoning
to all e 2 �nB, the thesis follows. 2

Note that given two fundamental closed sets �1 and �2, the closure of their union may fail to
be a fundamental set. For instance consider the graphic matroid given by the graph in Figure 1,
the base B = fa; b; c; d; e; hg and the sets �1 = �B(f) = fa; b; c; fg and �2 = �B(g) = fd; b; e; gg
which are fundamental closed sets. The set S = �(�1 [ �2) = fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; ig is a saturated
closed set (see Property 2.3), but it is not fundamental since there is no element x 2 S such that
r(S) = r((x)).

i h

c e

f
l

b
g

a d

Figure 1: A graphic matroid (base elements are drawn as continuous lines)

2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1

We are now ready to prove the main theorem.
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Proof. MB is a matroid on the ground set E if and only if it satis�es the three axioms (a.1)-(a.3).
It is not diÆcult to prove that (a.1) and (a.2) hold. Using a proof by contradiction we show that
also axiom (a.3) holds. Consider two sets X and Y 2 FB with jXj = jY j + 1 and recall that, by
de�nition of FB , for all saturated closed sets � 2 �B we have jX \ �j � r(�) and jY \ �j � r(�).
Let X = fe1; : : : ; ejXjg, and suppose that axiom (a.3) does not hold, that is, even if jXj > jY j,
8e 2 XnY : Y [ feg 62 FB . Hence for each ei 2 X there is a saturated closed set �i 2 �B such that

jY [ feig \ �ij > r(�i) (2)

Let us assume that �i (for i = 1; : : : ; jXj) denotes the maximum cardinality closed set of �B which
satis�es (2). We observe that:

(i) ei 2 �i and ei 62 Y , otherwise jY [ feig \ �ij = jY \ �ij � r(�i) contradicting (2);

(ii) jY \ �ij = r(�i), since by adding element ei to Y \ �i the cardinality of the new set would
exceed r(�i).

Condition (ii) implies that in each closed set �i there is at least one element of Y , therefore
if the closed sets �i; i = 1; : : : ; jXj, are mutually disjoint it results jY j � jXj, contradicting the
hypothesis. Hence we consider the case in which some of the closed sets �i (for i = 1; : : : ; jXj)
do intersect. In particular let �h and �k, with h; k 2 f1; : : : ; jXjg, be two closed sets such that
�h \ �k 6= ;. To conclude the proof we will use the following

Claim 2.1 If �h \ �k 6= ;, then �h � �k.

Proof. Let us de�ne I = �h \ �k and U = �(�h [ �k), and recall that both I and U are saturated
closed sets (see Properties 2.2 and 2.3). First observe that

jY \ U j � jY \ (�h [ �k)j = jY \ �hj+ jY \ �kj � jY \ Ij (3)

then from the facts that I and U are saturated closed sets, and that B \ U = B \ (�h [ �k)

r(U) = jB \ U j = jB \ �hj+ jB \ �kj � jB \ Ij (4)

Moreover since Y is an independent set we have

r(U) � jY \ U j (5)

Finally recalling that jY \ �`j = r(�`) = jB \ �`j, for ` = h; k and using (3) - (5) we obtain

jY \ Ij � jB \ Ij

But this inequality must hold with the `=' sign since Y is an independent set and jB \ Ij = r(I).
Using this fact and (3)-(5) we have jY \U j � r(U) = jB \ �hj+ jB \ �kj � jB \ Ij = jY \ �hj+ jY \
�kj � jY \ Ij � jY \ U j, hence jY \ U j = r(U).

Finally from condition (i) above and the de�nition of U we know that e` 2 U and e` 62 Y , for
` = h; k, thus jY [fe`g \U j > jY \U j (` = h; k), and (2) holds both for eh and ek, when U is used
instead of �h and �k, respectively. But each closed set �i (for i = 1; : : : ; jXj) has been chosen as the
largest closed set satisfying (2), hence �h = U and �k = U and the claim holds. 2

We have thus proved that given a pair of closed sets in f�i : i = 1; : : : ; jXjg, they either are disjoint
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or coincide. Let us identify with �01; : : : ; �
0
q (q � jXj), the disjoint closed sets in f�i : i = 1; : : : ; jXjg.

Recalling that: (a) for the feasibility of X then jX \ �0ij � r(�0i) 8i; (b) each element ei 2 X belongs
to one and only one closed set �0i; and (c) jY \ �0ij = r(�0i) 8i (see (ii) above), we conclude that

jXj =
qX

i=1

jX \ �0ij �
qX

i=1

r(�0i) =
qX

i=1

jY \ �0ij � jY j

which contradicts the hypothesis and proves the theorem. 2

3 An algorithm for the base-matroid optimization problem

Being MB a matroid, the corresponding optimization problem can be solved by means of a greedy
algorithm which, starting from an empty solution, iteratively selects the elements by non-increasing
value of ce and checks whether the union of the current solution with the selected element is still
independent. The key issue in the implementation of such an algorithm is to eÆciently test the
independence of a given set S of elements. A straightforward implementation of this test requires
to scan all the j�B j constraints. In this Section we propose a more eÆcient method allowing to
implement the greedy algorithm so that it runs in O(mn+n3+m'), where ' is the computational
complexity of a procedure which determines (e), for a given e 2 EnB.

The main idea we use is to de�ne a mapping associating the elements of a set with the elements
of the target base B. More formally, given a set S � E let us call base-mapping a function a : S ! B
such that a(i) 2 (i) if i 2 SnB, a(i) = i if i 2 B, and a(i) 6= a(j) i 6= j. The existence of a base-
mapping is directly related to the independence of S. In the following, we denote by a(S) the
mapping of a set S into B (i.e. a(S) = fa(i) : i 2 Sg).

Theorem 3.1 Given a base-matroid MB = (E;FB) and a set S � E, there exists a base-mapping
a : S ! B if and only if S is an independent set of MB.

Proof. First we prove that if there is a base-mapping a : S ! B then S 2 FB . Consider any
saturated closed set � 2 �B. Since there exists the base-mapping for S, then jS \ �j = ja(S \ �)j.
To prove the independence of S we show that ja(S \ �)j � r(�). We �rst note that a(S \ �) � �,
indeed, by de�nition of base-mapping: (i) a(i) = i for each i 2 S \ � \B; (ii) a(i) 2 (i) for each
i 2 (S \ �)nB, but (i) 2 � for each element i 2 �nB (see Property 2.1). Recalling that a(i) 2 B
for all i 2 S we obtain ja(S \ �)j � jB \ �j = r(�) and the independence of S follows.

Now we prove the second part of the thesis. Suppose that S 2 FB and consider a bipartite
graph G = (V1 [ V2; L) where V1 has one vertex v0i for each element i 2 S, V2 has one vertex v00j
for each element j 2 B, and the edge set L has one edge (v0i; v

00
i ) for each i 2 S \ B and one edge

(v0i; v
00
j ) for each i 2 SnB and j 2 (i). One can see that each matching M of G with jMj = jV1j

corresponds to a base-mapping for S obtained by setting a(i) = j for each edge (v0i; v
00
j ) 2 M. To

conclude the proof it is suÆcient to show that G has always a matchingM with cardinality of jV1j.
According to a well known result of K�onig such a matching exists if and only if for each H � V1
and N(H) = fv00j : (v0i; v

00
j ) 2 L; v0i 2 Hg, then jHj � jN(H)j. Consider the set U = [i:v0

i
2H �B(i)

and recall that: (a) �B(i) \ B = (i), for i 2 EnB, �B(i) = fig for i 2 B (by de�nition ); (b)
�(U)nU � EnB (see Property 2.4); and (c) �(U) is saturated (see Property 2.3).

Observing that N(H) = fv00j : j 2 (i); v0i 2 H; i 62 Bg[fv00j : v
0
j 2 H; j 2 Bg and using (a) above

we obtain jN(H)j = jB \ U j. Moreover we have jB \ U j = jB \ �(U)j = r(U) (the �rst equality
descends from (b), whereas the second one descends from (c)): thus r(U) = jN(H)j. Using the
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hypothesis that S is an independent set we know that jS\U j � r(U) from which jS(H)\U j � r(U),
where S(H) = fi 2 E : v0i 2 Hg. But S(H) � U (since i 2 �B(i) 8i 2 S), hence jS(H)j � r(U) and
jHj � jN(H)j holds. 2

The proof of the above theorem suggests a simple method to check if a subset of E obtained
by adding an element e to an independent set S is still independent. Given S � E let GS be the
bipartite graph associated with S, de�ned as in the proof of the above Theorem 3.1. Since S is
independent we know that GS has a matching M with jMj = jV1j = jSj. To prove that S [ feg is
independent we have to show that GS[feg has a matching of cardinality jSj + 1. Graph GS[feg is
obtained from GS by adding to the vertex set V1 the single vertex, say v0e, associated with element
e, and adding the corresponding edges to L. The matching M of GS can be transformed into a
matching M0 with jM0j = jMj+1 if and only if there is an augmenting path of GS[feg emanating
from v0e.

The above observation leads to an improved implementation of the greedy algorithm for MB :
we sort the elements of E by non-increasing weights and start with an empty solution S = ;. We
iteratively try to add an element at a time to the current partial solution S. At each iteration
we consider the bipartite graph GS[feg obtained from GS by adding the vertex v0e and the edges
corresponding to the current element e. Then we look for an augmenting path emanating from
the exposed vertex v0e. If the augmenting path exists we add e to the current partial solution S
and we update the current partial matching M and the corresponding mapping. If otherwise the
augmenting path does not exist we disregard e, removing vertex v0e and the edges incident to it in
GS[feg.

Note that the construction of all the graphs used by the above algorithm can be done in O(m')
(since for each element we have to determine its fundamental circuit), whereas the search for an
augmenting path requires at most O(n2) computing time (since the two vertex sets have at most n
vertices each). It follows that this implementation of the greedy algorithm runs in O(mn2 +m')
time.

3.1 An eÆcient implementation

The complexity of the greedy algorithm described above can be improved as follows. First observe
that, at each iteration, the search for an augmenting path may succeed or not. Since at most n
successful augmentations are performed, the global number of operations due to such augmentations
is O(n3). Now consider an iteration in which the augmenting path does not exist. We will show
that either the computation of the possible alternating tree requires O(n) time, or we can reduce
the number of vertices of V2 . It follows that all the unsuccessful iterations require O(mn + n3)
time thus improving our previous bound and yielding an overall O(mn+ n3 +m') algorithm.

The following property holds.

Property 3.1 At any unsuccessful iteration of the algorithm consider the associated independent

set S, the corresponding matching M (with jMj = jSj), and the element e 62 S such that there is

no augmenting path in GS[feg emanating from v0e. Let V2(e) = fv00j 2 V2 : j 2 (e)g and R(e) � V2
be the set of vertices reachable from V2(e) by means of alternating paths. Then all edges of M with

a vertex in R(e) do not belong to any augmenting path emanating from a vertex associated with an

element in EnS, in any subsequent iteration of the algorithm.

Proof. If no augmenting path emanating from v0e exists, then all the vertices of V2(e) are matched
in M and there is no even alternating path starting from a vertex of V2(e) and ending with an
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exposed vertex of V2 (note that the same property holds for paths starting from a vertex of R(e)).
It immediately follows that no augmenting path starting from another vertex v0f , corresponding to
an element f 2 EnS [ feg, can use a vertex of R(e), otherwise an augmenting path would exist
also for v0e. 2

>From the above Property 3.1 we have that when the current element e cannot be added to
the partial solution S, then all vertices in R(e) can be removed from the graph. Let us consider an
algorithm which, at any unsuccessful iteration, does not add vertex e to the graph and deletes the
vertices of R(e). The computational e�ort of these unsuccessful iterations depends on the existence
of elements in V2(e). If this set is empty the number of operations performed is O(j(e)j) � O(n)
and this kind of iterations may occur at most O(m) times thus yielding an O(mn) running time. If
otherwise V2(e) 6= ; we perform a search of an augmenting path and a deletion of vertices. In this
case each iteration requires O(n2) operations, but it occurs at most n times since each iteration
removes at least one vertex of V2. Therefore the global computational e�ort for all the unsuccessful
iterations is O(mn+ n3 +m'), which determines the global complexity of the algorithm.

Let us temporarily return to the previous version of the algorithm which does not reduce the
vertex set. The relations among the sets R(e) de�ned above and the saturated closed sets are
exploited in the following property which will be used in the next Section 3.2.

Property 3.2 At any unsuccessful iteration let R(e) be de�ned as in Property 3.1. The set B00 =
B00(e) = fj 2 E : v00j 2 V2 \ R(e)g is the skeleton of a closed set � = �(B00), which is saturated

by the target base B, for matroid M , and by the base BG obtained with the greedy algorithm, for

matroid MB.

Proof. Consider the current matching M and let us de�ne B0 = B0(e) = fi 2 E : (v0i; v
00
j ) 2

M; v00j 2 R(e)g and note that it is independent for MB by construction, since it is a subset of the
current solution obtained by the greedy. Observe that, by de�nition, jB0j = jB00j and B00 is the
skeleton of the set �, which is saturated for M .

We now prove that � is saturated also for MB . Let rB denote the rank function of the base-
matroid MB . We have just shown that B0 � �, hence rB(B

0) � rB(�), but � 2 �B, so from
De�nition 2.3 we have rB(�) � r(�). Now observe that the skeleton of a closed set saturated for
M is independent for MB , hence rB(�) = r(�). Further note that due to the independence of B0 in
MB it is rB(B

0) = jB0j, so we obtain

jB0j = rB(B
0) � rB(�) = r(�) = jB00j

Recalling jB0j = jB00j we conclude that jB0j = rB(�) and � is also saturated by BG, for matroid
MB , B

0 being the skeleton of � for MB . 2

3.2 Linear Programming formulation

In this section we propose a linear programming model for optimizing a linear function on a base-
matroid. Considering the greedy algorithm for the base-matroid presented in the previous section,
the solution of the primal problem can be easily obtained. An eÆcient method to obtain the dual
solution is less trivial and will be the main concern of this section.
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Given a matroid M = (E;F) with rank function r and weighting function c, it is well known
that the corresponding optimization problem is equivalent to the following continuous linear pro-
gramming problem (see e.g. [11]).

(P ) maxfcx :
X
e2�

xe � r(�) 8 � 2 �; x 2 IRm
+g

The polytope vertices of problem P belong to f0; 1gn, hence each variable xe takes value 1 if the
element e is selected, and value zero otherwise. The dual of P is:

(D) minfry :
X
�:e2�

y� � ce 8e 2 E; y 2 IR
j�j
+ g

and the complementary slackness conditions of pair P -D are:

(
X
e2�

xe � r(�))y� = 0; � 2 � (6)

(
X
�:e2�

y� � ce)xe = 0; e 2 E (7)

The base-matroid optimization problem associated with the target base B is

(BMP ) maxfcx0 : x0 2 PB \ f0; 1gmg

where
PB = fx0 2 IRm

+ :
X
e2�

x0e � r(�) 8 � 2 �Bg

The continuous relaxation of this problem is

(CBMP ) maxfcx0 : x0 2 PB; x0e � 0 for e 2 B; 0 � x0e � 1 for e 2 EnBg

Note that the unit upper bounds must be explicitly given only for variables associated with elements
in EnB, indeed for each e 2 B the singleton feg belongs to �B and the corresponding rank
constraint (in PB) reads x0e � 1.

In the following we will prove that similarly to the case of the classical matroid problem,
PB is de�ned on an integral polytope, hence CBMP is a valid formulation for the base-matroid
optimization problem. Consider the dual of CBMP

(DCBMP ) min ry0 + 1� (8)X
�2�B :e2�

y0� � ce; e 2 B (9)

X
�2�B :e2�

y0� + �e � ce; e 2 EnB (10)

y0 2 IR
j�B j
+ (11)

� 2 IRm
+ (12)

and the complementary slackness conditions of CBMP -DCBMP

x0e(
X

�2�B :e2�

y0� � ce) = 0; e 2 B (13)

x0e(
X

�2�B :e2�

y0� + �e � ce) = 0; e 2 EnB (14)

y0�(
X
e2�

x0e � r(�)) = 0; � 2 �B (15)

�e(x
0
e � 1) = 0; e 2 EnB (16)
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The optimal solution to DCBMP can be obtained with a procedure similar to that used to compute
the optimal solution of problem D (the dual of the generic matroid problem, see [11]), but giving
zero value to each y0� with � 62 �B, and assigning suitable values to the � variables.

Theorem 3.2 Let BG = fe1; : : : ; eng be the solution to problem BMP obtained through the greedy

algorithm with the ordering ce1 � ce2 � � � � � cen, let Sh = fe1; : : : ; ehg for h = 1; : : : ; n, and
�h = argmaxfj�j : � 2 �B ; � � �B(Sh); eh 2 �; � is saturated for MBg (�h = ; if no such � exists),

where �B denotes the closure operator for matroid MB. Moreover let � = f�h 6= ;; h = 1; : : : ; ng
and �(h) = minfk > h : eh 2 �kg for h = 0; : : : ; n � 1. An optimal solution to DCBMP can be

computed through the following procedure:

step 1: set y0 = 0; � = 0;
step 2: set y0�n = cen;

for h = n� 1; : : : ; 1, if �h 2 � then set y0�h = ceh � ce�(h), otherwise set �eh = ceh � ce�(h)

Proof. The dual values (y0; �) computed through steps 1-2 are clearly non-negative. To prove the
theorem we show that given the primal solution with x0e = 1 i� e 2 BG, which is feasible for BMP
and CBMP , the optimality conditions hold for the pair (x0; (y0; �)).

Consider the generic element eh 2 BG and let us de�ne �� as the set �i 2 � with the largest
index i < h, if any, �� = ;, otherwise. One can see that �� � �h, hence we show how to obtain �h
starting from ��. Two cases may occur:

(a) if eh 2 BG \B, then �h is certainly non-empty, since at least the closed set fehg � �B(Sh)
is saturated for M and MB . If eh does not induce other elements to enter into �B(Sh), then
�h = �� [ fehg. If otherwise eh induces elements to enter �B(Sh), then there exists � 2 �B, with
eh 2 � and j� \ Shj = r(�) (i.e. � is saturated for M and MB). In this case the set �� [ � is the
largest set saturated for both matroids (see Property 2.3) and �h = �� [ �.

(b) If eh 2 BGnB, then the addition of eh to Sh�1 may induce or not elements di�erent from
eh to enter �B(Sh). In the �rst case the same reasoning of case (a) applies and �h = �� [ �, in the
second case �h = ;.

>From the above reasoning one can see that the collections of sets f�B(Si)g and � are laminar.
Further observe that: (i) �n = E (2 �); (ii) �h is certainly non-empty if eh 2 BG \ B, hence �eh
may have a positive value only if eh 2 BGnB.

>From (i) above and the fact that � is laminar it immediately follows that given any e 2 E
there is at least a set of � containing it. Let k be the smallest index such that e 2 �k, then

X
�2�B:e2�

y0� =
nX
i=k

y0�i = cek (17)

If e 62 BG then ce � cek , otherwise the greedy algorithm would have selected e instead of ek. Using
(17) and the assignment of values to y0 and � one can see that that (9) and (10) are satis�ed with
the `�' sign for all e 2 EnBG. For each eh 2 BG, if eh 2 B, then eh 2 �h (see (ii) above) and k = h,
so (9) is satis�ed with the `=' sign. If otherwise eh 62 B, then two cases may occur: (a) �h 6= ;,
then eh 2 �h and k = h; (b) �h = ;, so k = �(h) and �eh = ceh � cek . In both cases (10) is satis�ed
with the `=' sign.

The above reasoning also proves that the terms in parenthesis in (13) and (14) have value zero
when e 2 BG. On the other side x0e = 0 for each e 62 BG, hence (13) and (14) hold. The variable
y0� may be assigned a positive value only when � 2 �, i.e. � is saturated by B and BG. It follows
that y0� > 0 only if

P
e2� x

0
e = r(�), hence (15) hold. Finally �e is assigned a positive value only if
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e 2 BGnB (see again (ii) above) and also the last conditions (16) hold. 2

The above theorem proves that the system
P

e2� x
0
e � r(�) for � 2 �B; x

0 2 IRm
+ is totally dual

integral, hence PB is an integral polytope and:

Theorem 3.3 CBMP is a valid formulation for the base-matroid optimization problem.

Let us discuss the computational complexity of �nding the saturated sets �h 2 � de�ned in
Theorem 3.2 and necessary to compute the values of the non-zero dual variables. We propose an
implementation in which each �h is not completely de�ned in a single step, rather it is constructed
during the execution of the greedy algorithm by adding one element at a time to an initially empty
set.

We use a version of the greedy algorithm which terminates only when all the m elements of E
have been considered. We start by de�ning the sets �1 = �2 = : : : = �n = ;. For each element e
we determine the smallest index h such that e 2 �h (see below for details), and we add e to �h. At
the end of the algorithm we compute �h = [hi=1�i, for each h = 1; : : : ; n such that �h 6= ;. The
correctness of this procedure immediately descends from the laminarity of � and from the fact that
each element has been considered and added to the � set corresponding to the smallest set of �
that contains it.

The key aspect of the procedure is the computation of the correct index h. For sake of simplicity
we �rst introduce a method based on a (not eÆcient) implementation of the greedy which adds to
the graph also the vertices corresponding to elements not inserted in BG and does not delete the
R(e) sets form the bipartite graph used to perform the tests of independence (see Property 3.2).
Then we show how to improve this uneÆcient greedy with an implementation based on a labeling
technique.

Consider a generic iteration of the greedy and let e be the element currently examined. Three
cases may occur:

1. e 2 B \BG : let el = e (i.e. e is the l-th element added to the current partial solution) then
the required index is h = l (see the proof of Theorem 3.2).

2. e 62 BG : recall that we have computed R(e) without �nding any augmenting path. From
Property 3.2 we know that set � = �(B00(e)) is saturated by base B for M and by the current
partial base for MB . Let h be the smallest index such that e 2 �h; �h 2 �. Observe that:
(i) set � � �B(Sh), since it is saturated by fe1; : : : ; ehg; and (ii) � � �h, otherwise � [ �h
is saturated for both matroids and has larger cardinality than �h: a contradiction. Further
observe that due to the fact that e 2 �B(Sh) and e 62 �B(Si), for i < h, then e can enter
into a set of � only together with eh. It follows that eh 2 �, so during the execution of the
algorithm we can compute the value of index h by scanning set B0(e) (= �\fe1; : : : ; ehg) and
identifying the last element of BG inserted into it.

3. e 2 BGnB : in this case we are not guaranteed to identify eÆciently the required index for all
elements, so we postpone the insertion of e in the suitable � set at the end of the greedy. More
precisely when all the m elements have been examined we consider, in turn, each element
e 2 BGnB. We temporary create a copy, say ~e, of e and we compute R(~e). The required
index is found as in case 2, by considering set � = �(B00(~e)).

We now show how to implement the above procedure without computing explicitly all the sets
�(B00(e)). We know that if a vertex is reached by an alternating path, at an unsuccessful iteration,
then in the next iterations it can not belong to any augmenting path (see Proposition 3.2). In
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Section 3.1 we have already shown that deleting these vertices we can reduce the computational
complexity of the greedy, however for computing the dual values we should entirely scan each
alternating tree to compute the index of the � set in which the current element has to be inserted
(cases 2 and 3 above). Instead of re-scanning a tree we can maintain a trace of the previously
examined trees by using the following simple labeling technique. When an unsuccessful iteration
occurs we associate at each vertex v00j 2 V2(e) a label storing the index of the last element inserted
in BG and related with one of the vertices of the subtree rooted at v00j . In the next iterations if
we reach vertex v00j , we can stop the search for this branch of the alternating tree since the whole
information needed to compute the dual value is stored in the label. The smallest index h such that
e 2 �h is identi�ed by considering all the elements associated to vertices explicitly reached and the
labels of the leaves. Using this trick we can return to the original implementation which, at each
unsuccessful iteration, does not add the vertex associated with the current element e 62 BG to the
graph, and deletes all the vertices in the R(e) set. The additional computational e�ort required
to compute the dual values is O(mn) for identifying the correct � sets during the execution of the
greedy, plus O(n3) for the computations due to the elements in BGnB, so the following theorem
holds.

Property 3.3 The dual values de�ned by Theorem 3.2 can be determined during the execution of

the greedy algorithm, without increasing its computational complexity.

Example

Let us consider the graphic matroid depicted in Figure 2, and let us be given the target base
B = fa; b; c; d; e; j; l;m; ng (thick edges). The weights associated with the edges are reported in
the following table, sorted by nonincreasing value (breaking ties by the lexicographic order of the
names):

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
element n g q f p b a r d i c j l h m e

cost 10 9 8 7 7 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 1

By applying the greedy algorithm of Section 3 we can augment the solution until we examine
edge r. At that point the partial solution is fn; g; q; f; p; b; ag, the currently de�ned � sets are
�1 = fng, �2 = �3 = �4 = �5 = ;, �6 = fbg and �7 = fag. The nonempty � sets correspond to
elements in B \ BG (case 1). The elements fg; q; f; pg will be inserted in the suitable � set at the
end of the greedy (case 3). The bipartite graph used to determine the independence of element
r is reported in Figure 3.a (the thick edges give the current base-mapping). The alternating tree
starting from vertex r0 is given in Figure 4.a (in square brackets we report the label associated
at each vertex, whereas in parenthesis we report the labels that will be associated at each vertex
after the computation of the tree). No augmenting path exists and set fa; b; rg is dependent for
the base-matroid. Examining set B0(r) = fa; bg we �nd that element a is the last one added, so
�h = �7 = fa; rg. In the next iteration we add d to BG, we set �8 = fdg and we update the
base-mapping (see Figure 3.b). Then we examine element i, we �nd the alternating tree of Figure
4.b and we add i to �8. Then we add c; j; l to �7; �5 and �5, respectively. Element h enter in
the solution with matching [h0;m00], element m is added to �9 and element e is added to �8. We
have thus obtained the � sets: �1 = fng, �2 = �3 = �4 = ;, �5 = fj; lg, �6 = fbg, �7 = fa; c; rg,
�8 = fd; e; ig, �9 = fmg. The base mapping is reported in Figure 3.b. The optimal solution of the
base-matroid is thus: fg; q; f; n; p; b; a; d; hg; it should be observed that the solution is not feasible
for the graphic matroid as it contains a cycle (fq; n; pg).
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We now consider the elements in BGnB. We �rst duplicate g0 obtaining ~g0 and we compute
the corresponding alternating tree, see Figure 4.c: element g is added to �8. The next elements
fq; f; p; hg are added to �5; �7; �5 and �9 respectively. The �nal � and � sets are:

�1 = fng �1 = fng
�5 = fj; l; p; qg �5 = fj; l; n; p; qg
�6 = fbg �6 = fb; j; l; n; p; qg
�7 = fa; c; f; rg �7 = fa; b; c; f; j; l; n; p; q; rg
�8 = fd; e; g; ig �8 = fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; i; j; l; n; p; q; rg
�9 = fh;mg �9 = E

The primal and dual solution are summarized in the following table.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

element n g q f p b a d h
cost 10 9 8 7 7 6 5 4 2

variable y�1 �g �q �f y�5 y�6 y�7 y�8 y�9
value 3 5 1 2 1 1 1 2 2

4 Inverse matroid problem

The inverse matroid problem can be stated as follows. Given a matroid M = (E;F); and a target

base B of M (not necessarily optimal) �nd the perturbation parameters Æe to be added to the
weighting coeÆcients ce; for each e 2 E; such that B is optimal for the matroid problem de�ned
by the new weights we = ce + Æe, and a function of the values Æe is minimized. In this paper we
focus on the objective function given by the sum of the absolute values of Æe, that is

P
e2E jÆej.

Since B must be optimal for the weightening w, one can prove (see, e.g. [7]) that in the
optimal solution of the inverse matroid problem we � ce for each e 2 B and we � ce for each
e 2 EnB. Therefore, the inverse matroid problem is equivalent to �nding the vector d which
minimizes

P
e2E de and such that B is an optimal base for the matroid problem with weights

we =

(
ce + de e 2 B
ce � de e 2 EnB

(18)

The target base B is optimal with respect to the new weights (18) if there exists a dual feasible
vector y which satis�es the complementary slackness conditions (6)-(7), written with w instead of
c. Reminding that the only saturated closed sets, with respect to B, are those of �B , then (6)
implies y� = 0 for � 62 �B and the inverse matroid problem can be formulated as follows.

(PI) min
X
e2E

de (19)

X
�2�B :e2�

y� = ce + de e 2 B (20)

X
�2�B :e2�

y� � ce � de e 2 EnB (21)

y 2 IR
j�Bj
+ (22)

d 2 IRm
+ (23)
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Constraint (20) derive from the optimality conditions (7), whereas (21) impose the feasibility of
the dual solution y. In order to construct the optimal solution of problem PI let us consider the
dual:

(DI) max
X
e2E

cexe (24)

X
e2�

xe � 0 � 2 �B (25)

xe � �1 e 2 B (26)

0 � xe � 1 e 2 EnB (27)

Using the transformation

x0e =

(
1 + xe e 2 B
xe e 2 EnB

(28)

problem DI can be rewritten as

(DI 0) �
X
e2B

ce +max
X
e2E

cex
0
e (29)

X
e2�

x0e � r(�) � 2 �B (30)

x0e � 0 e 2 B (31)

0 � x0e � 1 e 2 EnB (32)

Problem DI 0 is a base-matroid optimization problem (see Section 3.2, problem CBMP ) hence
it can be eÆciently solved by means of the greedy algorithm described in the previous section.
From this solution we immediately obtain the solution of problem DI and in the next section we
show how to construct the solution of the inverse problem PI.

4.1 Determining the optimal perturbations

Let us introduce the complementary slackness condition of PI-DI.

xe(
X

�:�2�B ;e2�

y� + de � ce) = 0 e 2 EnB (33)

y�(
X
e2�

xe) = 0 � 2 �B (34)

(xe + 1)de = 0 e 2 B (35)

(xe � 1)de = 0 e 2 EnB (36)

Given the optimal solution x0, obtained through the greedy algorithm of Section 3, the optimal
solution of the inverse problem is obtained with the following procedure.

Procedure InverseMatroid()

step i. Determine the optimal solution (y; �) of the dual of problem DI 0 (see Theorem 3.2)

step ii. Determine the values of xe through the inverse of (28), that is:

xe =

(
x0e � 1 e 2 B
x0e e 2 EnB

and note that this solution is optimal for problem DI.
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step iii. For each e 2 B de�ne the value of de as follows: if x
0
e = 1 set de = 0, otherwise (x0e = 0)

set de =
P

�2�B :e2�
y� � ce.

step iv. For each e 2 EnB de�ne the value of de as follows: if x
0
e = 1 set de = ce �

P
�2�B :e2�

y�,
otherwise (x0e = 0) set de = 0.

Theorem 4.1 The solution d; y determined through the above procedure InverseMatroid is opti-

mal for PI.

Proof. We have already observed that x de�ned at step ii is a feasible solution for DI. To prove
the thesis we show that d; y is a feasible solution for PI, and that x; d; y; satisfy the complementary
slackness conditions (33)-(36).

First note that y has nonnegative values (see Theorem 3.2), then consider separately the case
e 2 B and e 2 EnB.

Case e 2 B (step iii). From (9) we know that de =
P

�2�B :e2�
y� � ce � 0 satisfying (20). If we

set de = 0, we have x0e = 1 and from (13) condition (20) follows again.
Case e 2 EnB (step iv). From (14) we know that when x0e = 1 we have ce�

P
�:e2� y� � 0 hence

de is assigned a non-negative value and both (21) and (33) hold. When x0e = 0 (33) trivially holds,
whereas form (16) we have �e = 0 and (10) implies that (21) holds.

We conclude the proof by observing that the remaining condition (34) directly descends from
(15) by applying transformation (28), and that (35) and (36) hold by construction of d. 2

Example (continued)

The original base of the graphic matroid of Figure 2 has value 37 and applying procedure
InverseMatroid we obtain a dual solution having value 58. Then at step iii we set to zero the
perturbation associated with the elements in B \BG and we compute the following values for the
elements in BnBG: dc = 2, de = 3, dj = 4, dl = 4, dm = 0. At step iv the computation of the
perturbation of the elements in BGnB gives df = 2, dg = 5, dh = 0, dp = 0, dq = 1, whereas the
remaining values are set to zero. The optimal solution of the inverse problem has value 21.

4.2 The Inverse Spanning Tree Problem

Finding a spanning tree of maximum (minimum) cost is one of the basic problems in combinatorial
optimization, whose inverse version has been solved by Ahuja et. al [3]. It is well known that a
spanning tree of a graph is the base of a graphic matroid, therefore the inverse spanning tree problem
(ISTP) can be immediately modeled by means of a base-matroid and procedure InverseMatroid
of Section 4.1 is an alternative approach for solving ISTP. In this section we briey compare the
two approaches.

Given a graph with n vertices and m edges the basic algorithm of Ahuja et. al [3], solves ISTP
in O(n3) time. Using a cost scaling algorithm ISTP can be solved in O(n2m log(nC)) time, where C
denotes the largest cost in the data. The key step of the algorithm is the solution of an assignment
problem with a special structure.

Our method for the solution of the generic inverse matroid problem starts by solving problem
DI 0 of Section 4 with the greedy algorithm of Section 3, which runs in O(mn+n3+m') time. For
a graphic matroid the value ' of the computational complexity of a procedure which determines
a fundamental circuit, is bounded by n and m is bounded by n2, therefore our greedy algorithm
takes O(n3). During the execution of the greedy we compute the dual values with no additional
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cost (Property 3.3). Since the number of positive dual values is bounded by O(n), steps iii and iv
can certainly be performed in O(mn), hence our algorithm runs in O(n3), as the basic algorithm
of Ahuja et. al [3].

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented the base-matroid de�ned starting from a matroid and one of its bases.
After presenting some general properties, we show that the base-matroid is actually a matroid; we
devise a non-trivial eÆcient greedy algorithm to compute the optimal base of the corresponding
base-matroid optimization problem. One of the applications of the base-matroid is in the �eld
of inverse matroid optimization. For this reason we discuss in detail the LP formulation of the
base-matroid and we propose an eÆcient algorithm for computing the primal and dual solution.

Consider a base-matroid de�ned on the optimal base of the original matroid optimization prob-
lem. It can be observed that the optimal solution of the base-matroid optimization is exactly the
given base. As a consequence the inverse optimization problem has optimal solution of value zero,
that is no perturbation must be introduced.

It is interesting to note that, being a matroid, the de�nition of the base-matroid can be iterated.
That is we can de�ne the base-matroid of a base-matroid and so on. Provided that the bases used
to de�ne the sequence of base-matroids are di�erent from the optimal base of the previous base-
matroid, the process can be iterated n times. Each time the number of constraints de�ning the
matroid decreases. At the last iteration the only constraint de�ning the matroid is jSj � n, that is
the uniform matroid.
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Figure 2: The graph and the target base (thick edges)
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Figure 3: the bipartite graphs and the base meppings (thick edges)
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